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Dear Parents/Carers
Thank you for your support during our recent OFSTED inspection; as always it is very much appreciated.
We were overwhelmed by the positive responses from our community. I would like to thank all the
parents who shared their comments with the lead inspector directly and on ‘Parent View.’
Please click on the link to access a copy of the final report following our inspection on Tuesday 19 March.
Ofsted Report. For parents who receive paper copies of letters, copies of the report are available from the
carousel in the reception lobby. We are so proud of our children and staff and you will see many of their
strengths highlighted and praised in the report.
We are particularly pleased to see that the inspector noted our accurate judgement of where the school
currently is and where it is heading;
“You have accurately evaluated the school’s effectiveness in all areas and have an insightful understanding
of the identified areas for continued improvement. You are highly ambitious to provide the best for your
pupils. Leaders can confidently articulate your aims for the school. They speak with great clarity about
their next steps”
As part of School Self Evaluation we judge ourselves to be securely good with elements of outstanding,
and as you can see from the wording of the next steps we are already on our way to addressing these
historical trends.
For us as a school this statement is especially pleasing;
“Purbrook Infants is a very happy school, where pupils learn well together. Pupils’ conduct around the
school and their behaviour in lessons are good. They learn in a well-organised, calm and highly supportive
environment. Pupils engage well in their learning, they take pride in their work, which is presented well.
One pupil said, ’We do lots of fun learning’. Pupils say that they are happy at school and value the staff”
This is what it is all about and the staff work hard to ensure the children are happy and safe in their learning
and are proud to have these strengths recognised.
I hope that you enjoy reading the report and feel as proud and pleased as we do with the outcome, if you
have any further questions please do not hesitate to come in and ask.
Yours sincerely

Mrs L A de Carteret
Headteacher

